Dinesh in Australia

18th-20th May 2012

In attending this seminar, I was not cognisant of what was about to be offered. I
knew it was embedded in the ‘Sensation’ method, of which I have been actively
studying & applying (to the best of my understanding) since participating in the
Sensational Homoeopathic Seminar (2009). I went down to Melbourne with a sense
of open inquiry. I am left somewhat astounded after participating.
I was receiving ‘my missing link’ of the Sensation method. It was to make manifest
the remedy picture. How to bring forth the person’s energetic pattern within case
taking and be present as it emerged within the interview process. This was shown
clearly with constructive & understandable process, even when a client is
analytically minded & seemingly disconnected to feelings or imagery. What I was
witnessing was bringing to the surface, consciously, the sub-conscious pattern of
experience within the client. Dinesh shows CASE WITNESSING PROCESS (CWP) in
application, his tuition involved illuminating the central focus of the case & then
cross-linking to source material only when the pattern had truly surfaced.
Any inquisitive homoeopath would be left slightly ‘open mouthed’ at seeing CWP in
action. Uncomplicated, supportive, incredibly effective & reinforcing the skill to just
‘observe’. The invitation now is for me to consciously apply this facilitation method
during case taking. I can already sense & feel the poise of this in my renewed
approach to the sensation method.
Thanks Dinesh, truly for the illumination & the sharing of your deep commitment to
this healing art.
Thanks also to Joanne Greenland for striving to share this methodology within the
homoeopathic circle here in Australia & Maria Brouwers for a great seminar
experience.
I will attend further insightful tuition by this masterful fellow
* Dr. Dinesh Chauhan *
Florence Royce
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